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ABSTRACT
The impact of the emerging markets context has been largely neglected in
mainstream corporate governance research. The purpose of this paper is to conduct the
first empirical study that investigates the relationship between board structure and firm
financial performance through bundling theory with contextual considerations for
economic, political, and social elements of the emerging Saudi Arabian market. This
study uses archival data from a longitudinal sample of all listed firms in the Saudi
market for years 2009 to 2013, taking into account the risks of endogeneity bias to OLS
regression. The paper found that outside directors from a privileged regional
background and government representative directors on the board of companies predict
a better return on assets, while outside directors from the ruling royal family positively
influence corporate performance only when they are joined by government
representative directors. Integration between theory and context provided a more
accurate diagnosis of board phenomena in Saudi Arabia. Optimising the recognition of
board members by utilising informal institutions determines the actual boardroom
players who influence firm profitability. Such an approach involves significant
implications for corporate governance theories and practices. Whether this holds in the
context of other emerging markets is an area worthy of further investigation.
Keywords: Board Structure, Contextual Consideration, Firm Financial Performance,
Emerging Markets, Saudi Arabia
INTRODUCTION
Board structure has a substantial influence on the practice of corporate governance
in advanced markets as well as in emerging markets (Allen, 2005; Marquis & Raynard,
2015). Recent research indicates that the significance of board structure not only arises
from managerial scandals and corporate collapse, but also from its impact on firm
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financial performance. Specifically, numerous empirical studies reveal that certain
structural approaches in board structure enhance firm financial performance (Payne,
Benson, & Finegold, 2009). While these studies made a significant contribution to
theory and practice, they have predominantly been developed within the context of an
advanced market. Given that the underpinning theories used by these studies have
originated from a mature market with well-established institutions, the applicability of
their findings in an emerging market context is questionable. Indeed, Fan, Wei and Xu
(2011) and Xu and Meyer (2013) claim that relying merely on the Anglo–Saxon board
classifications (independent, outside, and inside) seems counterintuitive when
investigating the financial implications of board structure in emerging markets without
considering their significant contextual implications, given that boardrooms in those
markets are highly populated by influential families and government representatives,
who in turn represent the actual players on the board.
Despite recent attempts to recognize the pivotality of context when determining
the effect of board structure on firm financial performance in emerging markets, Judge
(2012) and Marquis and Raynard (2015) clarify that the majority of research has largely
neglected bundling the contextual considerations of emerging markets with theory.
Schiehll, Ahmadjian, and Filatotchev (2014) explain that theory-context bundling
involves configurations of governance mechanisms in emerging markets that
simultaneously operate at the national level to govern firms within an overall economy
or collection of economies. According to Huse, Hoskisson, Zattoni, and Vigano (2011:
12), accurate understanding of the relationship between board structure and firm
financial performance in emerging markets ‘requires an explicit involvement of
context’. This signifies that an analysis of the phenomenon of board structure in
emerging markets without the integration of theory and context lacks precision.
Furthermore, as the bundling approach is a relatively recent trend among
researchers, empirical evidence still remains relatively scarce (Kearney, 2012; Schiehll
et al., 2014; Xu & Meyer, 2013; Young et al., 2008), and in some contexts this approach
is completely unrepresented, as is the case in Saudi Arabia. In this regard, this paper
aims to address the aforementioned issue, utilizing an integration of agency theory and
class hegemony theory (Daily, Dalton, & Cannella, 2003) in the context of the emerging
Saudi Arabian market. Particularly, this paper will identify the key social, political, and
administrative Saudi players who populate the boardrooms and empirically examine
their effectiveness in influencing firm financial performance in Saudi Arabia. In doing
so, this paper answers the following questions: who actually populates Saudi
boardrooms, and how effective is their board deliberation in relation to corporate
financial outcomes? Correspondingly, the contributions of this paper lie in the provision
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of a more comprehensive theoretical approach and within the statistical findings in the
context of an important emerging market. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows:
firstly, the paper provides background on the context of the emerging Saudi Arabian
market. It then builds on this discussion to develop theoretical arguments. This is
followed by a presentation of the research methods applied. Finally, the paper discusses
the results and provides avenues for future research.
The Context of the Emerging Saudi Arabian Market
Saudi Arabia is a vibrant country with an emerging stock market known as
Tadawul. Table 1 provides an overview of some of the major insights of the Saudi
Arabian economy and market.
Table 1 Insights for the Saudi Arabian Economy and Tadawul*

* All numbers in US$.
Source: SAMA (2014), UNCTD (2013), and The World Bank (2015).

The Saudi political system is based on the context of an absolute monarchy, ruled
firmly by the Al Saud family. While it states advocacy for fairness and equality, the
political establishment is viewed as having some negative implications on the rule of
law in the country. Hertog (2010) argues that the Saudi judiciary lacks transparency and
suffers from interference from the ruling royal family.
Furthermore, the long-standing social superiority of royal family members and
some regions, specifically the region of Najd, over others in the country has been the
subject of numerous discussions among social scholars. Since Saudi Arabia is a regional
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society in which people tend to strongly identify with their regional backgrounds,
people from Najd are considered to have the highest status in Saudi society after the
royals (Niblock & Malik, 2007). Al-Juhany (2002) notes that all Muftis1 and most of
the country’s religious establishment are from Najd, adding more significance to their
social status and cultural influence.
Economically, despite the large size of the Saudi economy, the country remains
mostly dependent on oil production, which accounted for about 90% of the national
revenues in the early 2000s (SAMA, 2014). Despite ambitious reforms in the last
decade, some obstacles remain that hinder the progress of the Saudi market, notably the
heavy intervention of the ponderously bureaucratic government2 in running the
economy (Al-Hussain, 2009). More importantly, economic exploitation by royals and
people from Najd is seen as a major controlling influence (Long, 2005). Indeed, the
current ownership structures of Tadawul, where the largest shareholders are
government, royalty, and individuals from Najd (See Table 2), further support the
argument regarding the dominance of these players in the Saudi market.
It appears then that certain political, social, and administrative elements have a
significant influence on the emerging Saudi Arabian context, where royals, people from
Najd, and government bureaucrats are the leading forces in the local market.
Table 2 The 10 Major Stock Holders in Tadawul*

* Figures as in July 2014.
** Numbers are in US$ million.
Source: Al-Eqtisadiah (2014).
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The relationship between board structure and firm financial performance is more
varied and compounded than can be depicted by one of the corporate governance
theories. Indeed, scholars have argued in recent years that the lack of systematic
evidence regarding this relationship is likely attributed to the reliance on a single
theoretical approach (Johnson, Schnatterly, & Hill, 2013; Nicholson & Kiel, 2007;
Withers, Hillman, & Cannella, 2012). Thus and in line with recent research, hegemony
and agency theories are employed as the theoretical foundation of this paper. These
approaches are accompanied by contextual considerations relevant to the Saudi market.
Class Hegemony Theory
Class hegemony theory suggests that individuals with prestige or status should be
invited to join the board. The values and interests of the ruling elites are protected by
the elimination or reduction of the influence of other social groups (Davis, Yoo, &
Baker, 2003). Through interlocking directorships with other boards, the board at the
focal firm is seen as an instrument with which to maintain and extend the power and
status of the ruling elite (Domhoff, 2006). Particularly, Huse (2007) indicates that
outside directors with prestige or status can reduce firm risk through horizontal
integration (i.e. when some competitors are connected together through interlocking
directorates) or vertical coordination (i.e. when suppliers or customers are invited to be
board members). Through board interlocking and strength of reputation, these directors
can provide access to vital resources with favourable financial performance
consequences (Wurthmann, 2014). Nevertheless, class hegemony theory has been
criticized for ignoring the changing structure of firm ownership. King and Pearce (2010)
argue that, although some individual investors still own a sizable share of company
equity, private and public institutional investors have become the leading force in
modern markets. Subsequently, exclusive emphasis on the power of high prestige
directors highlighted by class hegemony theory may not be fully justified, given the
influence of institutional investors, suggesting that other corporate governance theories,
especially agency theory, can offer more thorough insight.
Agency Theory
Agency theory proposes that board members act as representatives of shareholders
and are responsible for monitoring the actions of executives (Frankforter, Berman, &
Jones, 2000). Agency theory views directors as a key control mechanism by which to
prevent mismanagement and the emergence of principal–agent conflicts (Nicholson &
Kiel, 2007). It assumes that institutional investors in boardrooms improve the board’s
monitoring mechanisms. The theory particularly emphasizes the role of the directorship
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of public institutional investors in performing the control role based on the presumption
that they are impartial and free of favoritism. Indeed, Ryan and Schneider (2003)
suggest that, while private institutional investors such as private banks and insurance
companies may face potential conflicts of interest, public institutional investors such as
public pension funds are virtually free of such conflicts. By assuming an active role on
the board, public institutional investors can strengthen the monitoring mechanisms of
the board, thereby improving firm financial performance (Withers et al., 2012).
Nonetheless, Johnson et al. (2013) argue that exclusive reliance on agency theory
ignores the fact that directors’ roles are not uni-dimensional. Hence, the inclusion of a
theoretical approach, such as class hegemony theory, that recognizes other dimensions,
is recommended (Xu & Meyer, 2013).
Theoretical Considerations Related to Corporate Governance in Emerging
Markets
As clarified previously, most of the relevant literature on corporate governance has
been based on advanced market context. Mueller (2006) and Fan et al. (2011) suggest
that class hegemony and agency theories have been developed in the context of
advanced economies, leaving little or no consideration of the unique social, political,
and economic contexts presented in emerging markets; thereby, this paper considers
these aspects in order to properly achieve its objectives.
Institutional theory has become the leading theory for studying corporate
governance in the context of emerging countries (Hoskisson, Eden, Lau, & Wright,
2000; Xu & Meyer, 2013). Institutions such as political, economic, social, and
educational entities affect market and company practice, helping to shape the strategic
direction of these organizations. Yet in emerging economies, companies are often
guided by informal institutions such as influential families and business groups (Peng,
2004). Formal regulatory bodies that regulate corporate governance practices such as
transparency of management to shareholders, accounting standards, and board structure
are either absent, ineffective, or inefficient. Consequently, companies in emerging
markets tend to rely on reputation and trust as substitutes for functioning regulations
(Allen, 2005).
An additional consideration is that, as the institutional context in emerging markets
makes the enforcement of business contracts more challenging and expensive,
concentrated ownership surfaces which frequently reflects the influence of key
individuals and families. However, this can result in the development of principal–
principal conflicts, which negatively impact firm financial performance (Young et al.,
2008). Furthermore, Peng (2004) suggests that listed firms in emerging markets may
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appoint directors such as government representatives for only symbolic purposes. He
argues that public firms are likely to be under pressure to maintain legitimacy and
transparency in response to political and public demands. Yet, while these companies
may strategically comply with these demands for more independent directors, they will
subtly limit the independence of those directors (Millar, Eldomiaty, Choi, & Hilton,
2005). Similarly, Young et al. (2008) propose that, although some public firms in
emerging countries may have endorsed corporate governance codes from developed
economies, these codes are often ignored or only partially implemented. Thus, poor
implementation of robust corporate governance standards can explain the reduction of
market valuation and operating performance among firms in emerging markets
(Klapper & Love, 2004).
As institutions, management practices, and learning processes in emerging
countries are improving, Hoskisson et al. (2000) and Xu and Meyer (2013) recommend
developing corporate governance theories that have been tested in advanced economies
by extending and testing them in the distinctive social, political, and economic contexts
of emerging markets. Such an approach could make a significant contribution to the
corporate governance literature and would improve corporate governance practices in
emerging markets (Kearney, 2012).
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Certain political, sociocultural, and administrative elements have influenced the
shaping of Tadawul companies. Indeed, individuals from Najd, Saudi Government
Representative Directors (SGRDs), and royals frequently appear to be the leading forces
in the Saudi local market. Since theoretical frameworks that empirically examine the
relationship between board structure and firm financial performance within the Saudi
context are absent, this paper proposes a series of hypotheses to address this void.
According to Domhoff (2006), social elitism is manifested through the activities
of a variety of organizations and institutions in a given country. In the Saudi Arabian
context, regional status appears to have a significant influence in Saudi society,
particularly in the region of Najd. Niblock and Malik (2007) indicate that individuals
from Najd dominate the social scenes in Saudi Arabia due to the fact that the royal
family also descends from Najd. Moreover, the religious status of Najd individuals,
which provides legitimacy to the Saudi ruling family, further enhances their social
influence (Al-Juhany, 2002). In addition, it has been argued that people from Najd have
taken economic advantage of their privileged social status since the beginning of the
Saudi modern state. Long (2005) suggests that occupying most of the senior positions
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in the government ministries and state-owned and partially owned firms has enabled
people from Najd to also dominate the business scene in the country.
While acknowledging that individuals from Najd are major players in the Saudi
economy, Gamlas (2008) argues that such dominance is due to their genuine success in
business rather than reliance on favoritism from royals or the government. He clarifies
that people from Najd have been known for their involvement in trade for centuries,
suggesting that there are no political or social attributions to their significance in the
Saudi business society. Wilson (2012) also notes that Najd traders further advanced
their position in the local market by benefiting from the economic boom in Saudi Arabia
during the 1970s and onward.
Regardless of the seemingly debatable reason behind their local influence, there is
a general agreement among scholars that people from Najd are much more in control
over Saudi business activities than any regional group in Saudi Arabia. Taking this into
consideration, we suggest that, because they occupy a dominant position in the local
economy, Saudi firms can benefit from the networks of outside directors from Najd as
coopting forces and mitigators to external threats. Outside directors from Najd could
reduce political and legal risk through their personal relationships with politicians and
regulators, resulting in laws that are favourable for their firms. The provision of vital
resources by these directors through their networking and reputations would, as a result,
enhance a firm’s financial performance in Saudi Arabia. In keeping with class
hegemony theory, views on the ruling elite and the embedded contextual attribution of
the value of status and influence in Saudi business and society (Huse 2007; Wilson,
2012; Wurthmann, 2014), this paper proposes the following:
H1: Outside directors from Najd are positively associated with firm financial
performance in Saudi Arabia.
Although the Saudi government is the only public institutional investor in Saudi
Arabia, the significance of the presence of SGRDs in boardrooms and the quality of
their contribution to board deliberation is a subject of debate. As part of an inefficient
public sector, SGRDs have been deemed by some scholars as lacking in flexibility and
feasibility to function. For instance, Falgi (2009) suggests that SGRDs are state
employees lacking appropriate knowledge of and experience with the private sector. He
further criticizes them for giving inadequate time and effort to their board assignments
and for being often silent at board meetings. His argument received some support from
Al-Hussain (2009), who reported that the Saudi-listed banks with a high level of Saudi
government representation recorded the lowest stock return ratios.
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Contrary to that view, SGRDs have been argued to effectively monitor
management, protect interests of minority stakeholders and encourage good corporate
governance. Al-Majed (2012) asserts that most of the firms in which SGRDs are present
are the most profitable of all Tadawul firms. He explains that investors feel safer
investing in firms in which SGRDs are present due to the notion that their investment
would be protected by the government in times of hardship. Al-Kahtani (2014) adds
that, because the state is by far the major shareholder in the market and because
governance practices have gradually improved in recent years, it is unfair to regard
SGRDs as weak monitors who do not possess an understanding of quality, but rather
their positive contribution should be acknowledged.
Having presented both views, this paper adopts the latter for three reasons. First,
despite the fact that SGRDs are employees of an inefficient public sector, the suggestion
made by Falgi (2009) that they are weak board monitors was based on insufficient data,
and was therefore perceived as ineffectual scholarship. Second, while Al-Hussain (2009)
reported empirical support of the negative impact of SGRDs on stock return ratios, we
suspect that the results have been profoundly influenced by the crisis that hit the
Tadawul in 2006. Indeed, the findings of Al-Hussain (2009) included data of Tadawul
firms from 2006, and consequently it is appropriate to argue that the data was
predetermined and the results suffered from analytical problems. Third, although no
previous empirical research suggests SGRDs’ positive impact on firm financial
performance, a recent study made by Al-Kahtani (2014) indicates their importance to
firm value and governance practices in Saudi Arabia. Indeed, the adoption of good
governance standards by the Saudi-listed firms in recent years could be explained by
the effectiveness of SGRDs in playing the control role. In this context and in line with
agency theory (Ryan & Schneider, 2003; Withers et al., 2012), SGRDs would have a
positive effect on the financial performance of the Saudi-listed companies, thus we
propose the following:
H2: SGRDs are positively associated with firm financial performance in Tadawul-listed
firms.
Due to the fact that Saudi Arabia is an absolute monarchy, it has been long
documented that the members of the Saudi royal family have a major influence in
initiating and implementing the Kingdom’s laws and regulations (Bray & Darlow,
2013). Such vast authority and power have led Saudi royals to gain the most prestigious
and highest status in Saudi society. In parallel with this, their influence is also derived
from their massive fortune. Sabri (2001) suggests that the laissez–fair nature of the
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Saudi economy motivated royals to engage in business activities. More importantly,
their involvement in local markets has often been accommodated with privilege and
favoritism. Al-Rasheed (2010) emphasizes that royalties in Saudi Arabia have relied
heavily rlied on their political and social status to win business contracts. In fact, Wilson
(2012) further argues that they often block others from gaining expanding economic
influence. As a result, reliance on their status and influence has gained them a monopoly
on many of the business activities in the country.
This paper advocates that directorship provides solidity, continuity, and stability
among directors with royal status. It is therefore seen as a technique to clear the way for
political and economic cohesion among Saudi royals. Indeed, Sabri (2001) indicates
that royal members tend to hold their ownership in public firms in large blocks, thereby
controlling the boards of these firms. Combined with the Kingdom’s weak formal
institutions, their concentrated ownership could lead to conflicts between them as
controlling shareholders and the minority shareholders, thus resulting in the
development of principal–principal conflict. Indeed, Mazaheri (2013) reported that
directors with royal status tend to use their influence for personal interest over
shareholder interest. Applying institutional and principal–principal theories in this
context (Schiehll el al., 2014; Young et al., 2008), outside directors with Saudi royal
status could not activate efficient corporate governance practices among firms, in return
creating weak governance environments that would reflect negatively on firm financial
performance. Hence:
H3a: Outside directors with royal status are negatively associated with firm financial
performance in Saudi Arabia.
While considering the assertion of the above hypothesis, the presence of royals in
boardrooms could be beneficial for firms under the condition that SGRDs are also
present. In addition to the sources of riches mentioned previously, Al-Rasheed (2010)
suggests that the Saudi royal family has accumulated its fortune over the years from
multi-billion-dollar public projects granted by the state to family companies, leading
many family members to reach unprecedented levels of wealth. Indeed, scholars have
noted that the involvement of Saudi royals in the Saudi economy has been associated
with state sponsorship. For instance, Sabri (2001: 20) explains that public contracts have
been frequently given to royals ‘on the basis of their strong kinship and personal ties to
the government officials’. Since government representative directors can provide
information, potential access to key public servants, and lend legitimacy to firms
(Hillman, Cannella, & Paetzold, 2000), the presence of SGRDs on the board would
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accordingly lend legitimacy to the firm tendering for lucrative state contracts. Indeed,
these directors could be important for companies, not just for their information and
potential access, but also for the legitimacy they provide.
In this regard, we expect outside directors with royal status to use SGRDs as a
coordinating channel of information and legitimacy. SGRDs would then formalize the
power and influence of outside directors with royal status, enabling them to legitimize
their political and social advantages to lobby for access to massive government funded
projects. Eventually, government funded projects are likely be allocated to the firms
with this board cluster, leading to flourishing financial performance. Application of
class hegemony and institutional theories (Huse, 2007; Wurthmann, 2014), suggest that
having outside directors with royal status along with SGRDs in the boardroom would
financially benefit the firm through the provision of the business and administration
power of the latter, aligned with the utilization of the influence of the former in relation
to government decisions on allocating public projects to the business community for
implementation. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:
H3b: Outside directors with royal status, jointly with SGRDs, are positively associated
with firm financial performance in Saudi Arabia.
RESEARCH METHOD
Data and Sample Selection
We select Tadawul-listed firms as the data population. These firms follow the rules
set by the Capital Market Authority (CMA), Saudi Arabia’s securities market regulators,
in complying with governance standards. We aim to conduct the first large-scale
investigation of the Saudi corporate governance environment and so data are collected
to cover all 131 Tadawul firms from 2009 to 2013. This timeframe is chosen to avoid
any potential influence of the 2006 crisis and the time period’s recentness. Due to access
limitation to first–hand data, the data is quantitatively approached and based on
secondary, publicly available, and certified3 data. Over a period of 10 months, all data
is manually extracted from the firms’ annual reports, which are obtained from the
Tadawul webpage. We use the Al-Jassir (2001) dictionary of Najd genealogies4 to
identify the regional backgrounds of directors from the region of Najd, where the
background of individuals is determined through family name5.
Dependent Variable
We choose Return On Assets (ROA) as the dependent variable. As an accounting–
based measure of performance, ROA is historical and thus presents a more backward
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and inward-looking focus. Developed as a reporting mechanism, ROA represents the
impact of past successes of board deliberations and is the traditional mainstay of
corporate financial performance measures (Hill, Upadhyay, & Beekun, 2015). Despite
the arguments for adjusting income in the ROA calculation to account for implicit
interest or indirectly invested capital, Wahlen, Baginski, and Bradshaw (2014) advise
that, in all but extreme cases, such adjustment usually results in only minor changes in
the analyses of ROA. Hence, we follow the conventional calculation of ROA, through
dividing net income by total assets. Furthermore, our justification for the exclusion of
market–based measures is due to the fact that they are often subject to forces beyond
firm control. This is indeed the case in Saudi Arabia, given the fluctuations in oil prices
and geopolitical risks highly influencing the volatilities of the Saudi stock market.
Explanatory Variables
The key explanatory variables are outside directors from Najd, SGRDs, and
outside directors with royal status. These variables are directly obtained from data
sources, with no proxies used to compromise the capture of the variables. To
demonstrate, outside directors from Najd are recognized through their existence in the
data sources as outside directors, in which their genealogies descend from the region of
Najd. Similarly, outside directors with royalty status are identified through their
mention in the data sources as outside directors who hold the title of ‘Prince’ with a
family name of ‘Al Saud’. Lastly, SGRDs are captured through their existence in the
data sources as directors who represent Saudi government funds. These variables are
measured through the use of the ratio of the total number of outside directors from Najd,
SGRDs, and outside directors with royal status, respectively, divided by the total
numbers of directors. Ratio measurement is used due to the strength of this technique
in its addition of the true zero point and to its common applications in comparable
research (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013).
Control Variables
To control for confounding influences on firm financial performance, the
following are introduced as control variables: firm size, firm age, board size, board
meetings, board committees, independent directors, outside directors, and inside
directors. As they are standard controls in any research investigating firm financial
performance, firm size and firm age are obtained from the data sources through the use
of firm total sales and the number of years since the firm’s inception, respectively. To
respond to a skew towards large values, the paper performed a natural logarithmic
transformation on the dollar value of firm sales. Furthermore, board size, board meeting,
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and board committees are included to reflect board effectiveness (De Andres, Azofra,
& Lopez, 2005), firm strategies (Schwartz-Ziv & Weisbach, 2013), and the magnitude
of agency problems (Ghafran & O'Sullivan, 2013), thereby influencing firm financial
performance. Through the data sources of this paper and consistent with corporate
governance studies, the total number of values is used as a measure for each of these
variables. Finally, independent directors, outside directors, and inside directors are
included to account for board classifications, which have long been suggested to be
associated with board effectiveness in performing the control, resource, and strategy
roles, and by that means impacting firm financial performance (Withers et al., 2012).
The identification and measurement of these variables resemble the explanatory
variables.
Analytical Approach
To test the aforementioned hypotheses, we perform a longitudinal hierarchical
moderated regression using the specification of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Initially,
we examine the linear relationships between ROA and the control variables,
representing the base model. Subsequently, the explanatory variables are included,
indicating the main model. Thereafter, we employ a moderated regression analysis by
adding the interactive term intended to test Hypotheses 3b, illustrating model 3. That is
ultimately followed by the full model, which combines all of the variables. Accordingly,
the full model takes the following form:

= The dependent variables.
= Number of firms.
= Number of years.
= Constant.
= Vector containing the control variables.
= Vector containing the explanatory variables.
= The moderating term.
= The error term.
The terms , γ , and represent the associated coefficient with the control,
explanatory, and the interaction term, respectively.
The selected modeling technique reduces the issue of multicollinearity results from
correlations between the main effect variables and the interaction term (Wooldridge,
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2013). Coefficients from the regressions are deployed to assess the models examining
the significance of board structure on the Saudi-listed firms’ financial performance. To
control for time period effects, Huber-White standard errors are used across all of the
models. These standard errors are robust to both autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity
in longitudinal data (Petersen, 2009).
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics and correlations for the variables used in
this study. With regard to the main variables, the average presence of outside directors
from Najd, SGRDs, and outside directors with royal status are 60.28, 9.21, and 3.14%,
respectively. The variations of these averages are respectively 26.33, 14.88, and 7.51%.
These figures do indeed support the argument that those players dominate the
boardrooms among Tadawul firms. Furthermore, the correlation matrix shows a
significant correlation between most of the explanatory and control variables and the
dependent variable. While some of the correlations between the various explanatory
and control variables are significant, Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) found none over
1.32, which is well below the commonly accepted level of 106 (Hair et al., 2010). This
suggests that multicollinearity should not be a problem.
Table 3 Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Analysis a
Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

1 ROA

4.76%

8.71%

1

2 Sales b

1,093

4,293

0.211*

1

3 Firm Age

22.25

14.49

0.332*

0.194*

1

4 Number of Directors

8.49

1.56

-0.033

0.161*

-0.099*

1

5 Board Meetings

5.17

1.94

0.017

0.090*

0.204*

-0.013

6 Board Committees

3.04

0.80

-0.145*

0.140*

-0.235* 0.179*

5

6

7

8

9

11

1
0.085*

1

7 Independent Directors 50.80% 18.20% -0.117* -0.102*

0.058

-0.074

0.028

0.051

1

8 Insider Directors

11.52% 10.57%

0.171*

-0.058

0.112*

-0.066

-0.090*

-0.229*

-0.224*

1

9 Najd Directors

60.28% 26.33%

0.188*

0.138*

0.191*

-0.071

0.084*

0.015

0.118*

-0.063

1

10 SGRDs

9.21%

0.164*

0.214*

0.139*

0.131*

0.327*

0.105*

-0.088*

-0.169*

0.278*

11 Royal Directors
3.14% 7.51%
0.059
0.018
n = 652. Pearson's Correlation is significant at.05 level (2-tailed).
b: Million US$.

0.102*

-0.012

0.038

-0.066

0

0.046

14.88%

10

1

-0.248* -0.052

a:

Table 4 presents the paper’s four levels of hierarchical moderated OLS regression
results. Model 1 shows a significant relationship between five control variables (firm
sales, firm age, number of committees, independent directors, and inside directors) with
ROA. In model 2, all indicators of the model fit improved considerably and significantly

1
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support Hypotheses 1 and 2. However, Hypothesis 3a appears to have no statistically
significant support. In model 3, all indicators of the model fit further improved, with
Hypotheses 3b being significantly supported. This model also reveals a condition of
mediation in that SGRDs significantly predict the ROA while controlling for outside
directors with royal status with a fairly statistical significance. In the fourth and final
model, indicators of the model fit further improved, with all the variables used to
represent board structure explaining 22% of the variance in ROA (F = 14.98, p < 0.001).
Particularly, the five control variables, which proved significant in the base model, are
also significant in the full model. More importantly, Hypotheses 1 and 3b remain
significant and complement their hypothesized direction of relationships. Yet, this
cannot be said for Hypotheses 2 and 3a, regarding which SGRDs and outside directors
with royal status expectedly lost their statistical significance, given their involvement
in the moderation term.
Table 4 Hierarchical regression analysis of board structure impact on ROAa
Constant
Control Variable:
Firm Size b
Firm Age
Board Size
Board Meetings
Board Committees
Independent Directors
Inside Directors
Explanatory variable:
Najd Directors (H1)
SGRDs (H2)
Royal Directors (H3a)
Interaction term:
SGRDs X Royal Directors (H3b)

Model 1
-0.027
(0.025)
0.010***
0.002***
-0.001
-0.002
-0.007†
-0.043*
0.090*

(0.002)
(0.000)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.004)
(0.017)
(0.036)

Model 2
-0.031
(0.024)

Model 3
-0.006
(0.024)

Model 4
-0.024 (0.024)

0.008***
0.001***
-0.001
-0.003*
-0.008*
-0.042**
0.109**

(0.002)
(0.000)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.004)
(0.017)
(0.034)

0.009***
0.002***
-0.002
-0.003†
-0.008*
-0.033*
0.099*

(0.002)
(0.000)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.004)
(0.016)
(0.034)

0.008***
0.001***
-0.001
-0.003
-0.008*
-0.041*
0.098**

0.043***
0.069**
0.072

(0.012)
(0.025)
(0.045)

0.045†
-0.050

(0.026)
(0.042)

0.041*** (0.012)
0.027
(0.026)
-0.011 (0.042)

1.341** (0.486)

R2
0.168
0.201
0.208
0.159
0.188
0.196
adj. R2
F
17.23***
15.85***
14.07***
a: † p < 0.1; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Robus t Standard errors are in parentheses. n = 652.
b: Logarithm.

1.307**

(0.002)
(0.000)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.004)
(0.016)
(0.034)

(0.479)

0.221
0.207
14.98***

Robustness Checks
To ensure the robustness of the OLS regression outcomes, the Shapiro-Wilk (SW)
test is conducted across all four models, reporting that the data is normally distributed.
As a precaution of a possible influence of the sample size of the data on the test, we
plotted Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), which further supported the SW results.
More importantly, a comprehensive process has been followed to manage the risk
of endogeneity bias. Firstly, the choice of the dependent variable (ROA) is in line with
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comparable studies (De Andres et al., 2005; Nicholson & Kiel, 2007; Wurthmann,
2014). Thus, the possibility of reverse causality is controlled by the support of
theoretical and empirical arguments, of which firm financial performance is the
dependent variable. Secondly, following the recommendations of Wooldridge (2013)
on reducing the risk of excluding key variables, we control for the potential endogeneity
problem with the utilization of the respective control variables. The selected control
variables, all of which are consistent with comparative studies, function to minimize
the probability of some other factors outside the scope of the paper influencing the
findings. The last process to deal with potential reverse causality is conducted through
the inspection of the OLS measurement error regarding whether the explanatory
variables are actually exogenous, precise, and reliably measured. To do so, we employ
Hausman two–stage least squares test (Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 2008). Specifically,
we suspect the explanatory variable – outside directors from Najd – to be endogenous
with other variables that were not included in the models. The suspicion is raised due
to our results that show that outside directors from Najd are the most significant
determinant that influence ROA. Subsequently, through ‘economic intuition’
(Wooldridge, 2013: 614), we select two relevant Instrumental Variables (IVs): directors
with a large equity share7 and directorial interlocks. The intuitive choice of these IVs
makes sense, because people from Najd are the largest individual stockholders in
Tadawul after the Saudi government (refer to Table 2) and because outside directors
from Najd highly populate the boardrooms in Saudi (refer to Table 3). The results of
the Hausman test for the first and second stages show that the endogenous repressor is
appropriately uncorrelated with the disturbance process, thereby ruling out endogeneity
concerns.
DISCUSSION
As noted in the introduction, this paper goes beyond the conventional and Western
developed board theories to further pin down and propose a context–aligned approach
to identify board members who actually influence firm financial performance. Gergen
(2001) suggests that the pattern of meaning is rooted in the context, with a need to
appreciate the significance of where the practice of corporate governance happens.
Likewise, Mantere and Ketokivi (2013: 77) emphasize that ‘organizational observations
follow highly contextualized forms and norms of reasoning’. Hence, alignment of
theories developed in advanced markets with consideration for the contextual
uniqueness of emerging markets appears vital and more informative (Kearney, 2012;
Whetten, 2009). Accordingly, this paper makes its theoretical contributions by aligning
class hegemony and agency theories with social, administrative, and political
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considerations embedded within the emerging Saudi Arabian market, proposing that
outside directors from Najd, SGRDs, and outside directors with royal status are the main
players in the Saudi boards, who also influence firm financial performance. In this
regard, four hypothesized relationships have been proposed and empirically tested
through this paper (See Table 5).
Table 5 Summary of the Hypotheses and Test Results
H1

Test Results
Hypotheses
Outside directors from Najd are positively associated with firm financial Supported
performance in Saudi Arabia.

H2

SGRDs are positively associated with firm financial performance in
Tadawul listed firms.

Supported

H 3a

Outside directors with royal status are negatively associated with firm
financial performance in Saudi Arabia.

Not supported

H 3b

Outside directors with royal status, jointly with SGRDs, are positively
associated with firm financial performance in Saudi Arabia.

Supported

Firstly, we built Hypothesis 1 on the premise that the social aspect of Saudi Arabia
is a significant element in which the country is a regional–based society where the
region of Najd is the most privileged region in the country by far, influencing local
traditions and customs and, more importantly, the business sector in the country. Indeed,
our findings demonstrate that over 60% of the boardrooms in the Saudi listed firms are
populated by individuals from Najd, revealing a strong indication of their business
dominance. Building on a valid premise aligned with the views of class hegemony
theory on the ruling elite (Domhoff, 2006; Wurthmann, 2014), our findings confirm
Hypothesis 1, showing a positive relationship between outside directors from Najd and
firm financial performance in Tadawul firms. This indicates that boards with a higher
presence of outside directors form Najd are more effective in providing resources and
access and mitigating external risk, thus creating better financial performance for their
firms.
Secondly, because the Saudi government is the solo public institutional investor in
Tadawul, holding more than half of its stocks (Al-Eqtisadiah, 2014), classifying SGRDs
to represent the administrative paradigm of the Saudi context in boardrooms seems
accurate. Informed by agency theory (Withers et al., 2012) with reference to the Saudi
context, Hypothesis 2 has been empirically supported, suggesting that SGRDs
strengthen the control role of the board. Despite concerns of their bureaucratic and
inefficient functioning, our findings demonstrate that SGRDs are effective monitors
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with good contribution to board deliberation, thus reflecting positively on firm financial
performance.
Thirdly, the absolute control of the Saudi royal family over the country political
affairs appears to underline their involvement in local business. Capitalizing on their
political and social status, our results show that some members of the royal family are
the leading forces in the Saudi market after the government, making them very
influential in the business community. Yet, their direct deliberations as directors are
unclear, given their reported scant presence in the Saudi boardrooms. In this regard,
previous arguments suggesting that directorships are used as a domain to clear the way
for political and economic cohesion among the Saudi royal family seem unpersuasive.
Moreover, Hypothesis 3a, which advocates that outside directors with royal status use
their influence to oppress the other board members thereby preventing firms to perform
constructively, is not supported by our regression. However, the final model did not
show an inverse of this. A possible explanation for this outcome is that royals do not
necessarily hinder the functionality of the board or promote weak governance practices.
Alternatively, when outside directors with royal status align forces with SGRDs as
Hypothesis 3b proposes, the results show that their joint powers positively influence
firm financial performance. Informed by class hegemony theory and the Saudi
administrative and political context (Huse, 2007; Sabri, 2001), the political influence of
royal directors together with the administrative positions of SGRDs appear to influence
their companies especially in relation to government decisions on allocating public
projects. Hypothesis 3a was not statistically supported, but Hypothesis 3b did signify
that royals by themselves do not influence firm financial performance. However, when
they are accompanied by SGRDs in the boardroom, a significant shift in their board
functioning and approach occurs, which positively impacts firm financial outcomes.
Overall, our findings further enhance the stream of research questioning the
adequacy of applying the Anglo–American developed theories without contextual
considerations when studying corporate governance in emerging markets. This paper
shows that applying only the Anglo–American model of corporate governance is
inadequate in the Saudi emerging market because of the different structural and social
institutions. Indeed, certain social, administrative, and political factors have been
demonstrated to be very influential in determining board structure in an emerging
market context. Notably, these factors have a pronounced impact on firm financial
performance. Perhaps contextual considerations not only relate to corporate governance
studies, but also have an overreaching impact on management, strategy, and business
literature.
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Limitations
This study is not without limitations. It should be noted that the size of the sample
might be a cause of concern. While the totality of the market has been achieved, the
number of 131 firms is relatively small in comparison with other emerging stock
markets. Therefore, it is possible that a sample including more firms may lead to
different results. Similarly, restriction to just one country could limit the generalizability
of the findings. Just as the argument that research developed within an advance market
context may not be applicable to emerging markets, the finding of this study could also
be specific to the Saudi context. For example, the findings in relation to outside directors
from a particular region with high social, economic, and political status are not
applicable for countries where regionalism does not have an influence on political or
economic scenes. However, regional status can be substituted by ethnic or religious
status as applicable in other emerging market contexts. Thus, with careful consideration
in combination with the context of other emerging countries, we consider the chosen
sample as representative of emerging markets that share similar contexts with Saudi
Arabia (e.g. countries with absolute monarchical or party rule and/or influential social
class) and thereby, our findings can be generalizable to different emerging markets.
Lastly, while ROA is rigorous and widely used, employing other measures that account
for liquidity, solvency, and profitability may present different outcomes.
Future Research
With the above limitations in mind, the paper offers suggestions for future
research. We urge future studies investigating the effect of board structure on firm
financial performance – and corporate governance in general – in emerging markets to
adopt a more comprehensive research agenda. Bundling conventional theories with
contextual consideration would generate informative insights on evaluating the
implication of corporate governance in emerging markets.
Furthermore, while the limited knowledge of the relationship between board structure
and firm financial performance is ‘due to the fact that it is quite difficult for researchers
to access and observe how boards of directors work’ (Payne et al., 2009: 705), we
advocate that qualitative and observational research could produce more insight into
how boards actually function. Finally, to enhance the generalizability of our findings to
other contexts, future studies need to explore this relationship in other emerging
economies. Comparative studies with robust analysis could be of great significance and
may lead to the establishment of a new vein of research.
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Practical Implication
Based on the findings of this study, three implications can be proffered for the
practice of corporate governance in emerging economies, particularly in Saudi Arabia.
First, it is critical for firms and investors in emerging countries to optimize the
recognition of board structure beyond the conventional classifications of independent,
outside, and inside directors. Because firms in Saudi Arabia and those within emerging
markets generally lack effective corporate governance mechanisms, adjustment for the
informal arrangements of local institutions appears crucial. In such a manner, a
contextually embedded configuration of board members in emerging markets could
yield better financial outcomes for firms and investors. Second, international
organizations, like the International Monetary Fund (IMF), that offer consultancy and
recommendations to regulators should consider the contextual uniqueness when
shedding light on corporate governance practices in emerging markets. This would lead
to more accurate and informative assessments and thereby more relevant and viable
recommendations. Third, this study further supports the notion that formal institutions
in the emerging Saudi market are weak and lack effectiveness. However, relying on the
power of informal institutions may not be sustainable. In fact, it could lead to social,
economical, and political distraction in the long term. The Saudi government should
engage in producing comprehensive reforms that will be fully and promptly
implemented based on lessons learnt from countries that have already transitioned from
emerging to advanced economies.
CONCLUSION
This paper explores the impact of board structure and firm financial performance
in the context of the emerging Saudi Arabian market. The paper advocates that it is
imperative to bundle conventional theories developed in advance markets with
contextual considerations when investigating this phenomenon in emerging markets.
Our findings show that certain social, political, and administrative factors within the
Saudi context determine the structural approach of a board of directors that enhance
firm financial performance. The findings also suggest that the absence of functioning
formal institutions has led Saudi boardrooms to rely on informal institutions due to their
deliverability and effectiveness. Although the sustainability of these institutions as a
substitute to formal institutions in emerging markets remains implausible, they will
most likely endure as relevant and influential in the foreseeable future. Their powerful
influence in boardrooms and generally in corporate governance should be taken into
consideration by academia and industry alike.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

NOTES
The Mufti is the head of the religious establishment in Saudi Arabia, which is a title
equivalent to the Pope.
The Saudi government effectiveness ranks 127 of 189 countries by The World Bank
(2015).
All the annual reports have been certified by the CMA and one of the Big Four.
Al-Jassir is perceived as the most credible and reliable scholar in Najd genealogies.
His book “Assembling the Genealogies of the Localized Families in Najd” is
considered the most significant book in Najd genealogy (Wail, 2012).
In accordance with the local custom, family names indicate the regional background
of Saudis.
Initially, the correlation matrix shows a large correlation between outside directors
and independent directors, reporting 0.83%. This indicates a multicollinearity
problem between the two variables. The VIF also shows that outside directors come
first in the test table, with a result of 298.27, confirming a multicollinearity problem.
Thus, we eliminated outside directors as a control variable, and subsequently the
used variables appear to be free of multicollinearity.
In line with the CMA guidance, the individual who holds 5% or more of the firm’s
total stocks is considered a large investor.
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